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Demystifying the process...
Transfer 101

- 60 transferable units required for junior transfer to UC & CSU
- Required units include GE, major prep and electives (refer to www.ASSIST.ORG for more information)
- UC & CSU junior transfers only community college GPA & coursework are considered. HS performance not considered & SAT/ACT not required
- Students transferring from a CA Community College as junior to UC & CSU get **admissions priority** (as provided by CA Master Plan)
- Research shows transfer students perform as well if not better than students who begin as freshman
- Students can transfer to Private Universities and Out-of-State Universities with fewer units in which case HS performance may be considered
UC Transfer

- Six UC’s (UCD, UCI, UCM, UCR, UCSB, UCSC) participate in Transfer Admissions Guarantee (TAG)

- Only available to CA community college junior transfers

- UC transferable GPA required for TAG students for Fall 2019 admissions ranged from 2.8-3.4 depending on specific campus and major. Students must meet campus-specific TAG requirements to qualify

- Apply for TAG after completing 30 UC transferable units

- Although UCB, UCLA and UCSD do not participate in TAG, students can apply through the regular junior admissions cycle. Average UC transferable GPA for transfers admitted for Fall 2018 to these campuses was UCB (3.67-3.94), UCLA (3.63-3.93), UCSD (3.37-3.86)
CSU Transfer- Minimum Eligibility

- 60 CSU transferable units
- 30 units of general education
- Four basic skill courses- “Golden Four”
  - Oral communication
  - Written communication
  - Quantitative reasoning (math)
  - Critical Thinking (Must have grade of “C” or higher)
- Min. 2.0 cumulative GPA in transferable college work
- Students are given admissions preference at local CSU’s
- Impacted majors such as Nursing require a higher GPA
College Credit Program (CCP)

- High school students can take courses at COM
- Great opportunity to become acclimated to college environment, explore major options & gain college credit and as financial aid strategy
- Online courses are available
- Enrichment courses enhance application to four year universities
Contact Information

- Alexandra Magallanes-Rivera, Counselor: amagallanesrivera@marin.edu
- For more general information or to set up a tour: email outreach@marin.edu or call the Student Ambassador line, 415-457-8811 x7860.